Polytan

Landscaping turf

Landscape

•

Natural, evergreen appearance

•

Maintains its appearance even in
tough conditions, such as extreme
sunlight, permanent shade or heavy
wear

•

Easy care and minimum maintenance
costs: no mowing, watering or feeding

•

Soft, comfortable and clean surface
for people and animals

•

Doesn‘t need watering, saves money

A real alternative to natural Turf

Advantages of landscaping turf

Areas of use
•

Public Parks and Gardens

•

Residential lawns

•

Childrens Play Areas

•

Exhibitions & Displays

•

TV & Theatre sets

•

Airports

•

Difficult to maintain natural turf areas

Polytan Sportstättenbau GmbH
Gewerbering 3
D-86666 Burgheim
Phone +49 (0) 84 32 - 870
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E-Mail: landscape@polytan.com
www.polytan.de

Estate Relax
Estate Relax – the easy-care all-round turf for exacting
requirements in garden and landscape design. Thanks to
the special construction of the different filaments (blades of
grass) and a sand infill, it looks like a perfectly manicured
natural lawn, feels pleasantly soft, and is easy to maintain
and durable. The Polytan Estate Relax landscaping turf is
made from high-quality materials that will withstand the various stresses exerted by heat, cold and sunlight. The turf
is available in two shades, “Spring” (fresh green) and “Fescue” (deep green), and makes an ideal lawn for private gardens or on a roof terrace. It is also ideally suited to maintain
grassed areas around swimming and in sports facilities.

Landscape

Estate Gala
The superior Estate Gala landscaping turf is ideal for lawns
designed to show hotel complexes, businesses and public
buildings in a favourable light or indeed for superb home
gardens. The latest fibre formulations from Polytan form
the basis of this first-class turf. This means that the fibres
have the capacity for regeneration and rebound properties
that make the turf soft and yielding and yet exceptionally
crush-resistant. This product is also a winner in terms of
its appearance, its easy maintenance and its durability. The realistic appearance is enhanced by the special
design of the turf with long and short blades of synthetic
grass. Equipped with the new CoolPlus technology from
Polytan, the surface remains at a consistently pleasant
temperature. This technology can be used to permanently reduce the surface temperature of the synthetic turf.

Estate Classic
The hardwearing performance landscaping turf is characterised by particularly soft blades of grass. The bicolour design ensures that it closely resembles a real
lawn – in summer and winter alike. The Polytan Estate Classic can be used in virtually any area – whether in communal grounds, in private gardens or any
other grassed areas. Thanks to CoolPlus technology
the surface temperature of the turf is permanently low,
making it ideal for use during long summer months.

Estate Public
The Polytan Estate Public has textured fibres, making it extremely hardwearing. The texturing means
that only a small layer of sand is required, which is
covered by overlapping fibres. Not only does the
surface remain green and clean, therefore, it also
inhibits the growth of moss and weeds. Maintenance costs are thus particularly low. The Estate
Public is the ideal landscaping turf for playgrounds,
parks, grass verges between roads and public facilities that have to withstand regular wear and tear.

